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Motoneuron disease 

Motoneuron diseases (MND) are progressive neurodegenerative disorders with different etiologies 

and clinical spectra, but a common final event: loss of lower and/or upper motoneurons (MNs). 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) are the most frequent 

forms of MND and therefore the most studied. ALS was first described by Charcot in 1869 and is 

the most common form of MND (incidence of 1–5 per 100.000) affecting adults. Despite that most 

ALS cases are sporadic (sALS), 5-10% are familiar (fALS), related with several genetic mutations 

(summarized in Table 1) (Shaw, 2005). No matter if they are sporadic or familiar, patients develop 

progressive weakness and muscle atrophy, with spasticity and contractures. Progressive weakness 

may start distally or proximally in the upper or lower limbs and reaches all muscles, including those 

related with breathing, speaking and swallowing. Patients die, mostly due to respiratory failure, 2-5 

years after diagnosis (Wijesekera and Leigh, 2009; Worms, 2001). No satisfactory treatment is 

presently available for ALS. Patient care focuses on symptomatic treatment and physical therapy. 

Assisted ventilation and nutrition can transiently overcome the loss of upper airway and respiratory 

muscular control (Wijesekera and Leigh, 2009). A large number of therapeutic trials have been 

attempted, but it was not until the early 1990s that the first drug approved by the FDA for the 

treatment of patients with ALS reached the market: riluzole, an antiglutamatergic agent that blocks 

the presynaptic release of glutamate. However, the efficacy of riluzole is questionable, with 

minimal therapeutic benefits of about 3-4 months of survival increase (Ludolph and Jesse, 2009). 

 

Table 1. Currently known genetic causes of fALS. Table includes data on mutations identified to date, 

and the percentage known for which the mutation accounts for fALS or sALS.  

Protein/gene Chromosome Mutations FALS 

cases (%) 

SALS 

cases (%) 

Reference 

SOD1/SOD1 21q22.11 166 20 1-3 (Rosen, 1993) 

Alsin/ALS2 2q33.2 19 - - (Yang et al., 2001) 

Senataxin/SEXT 9q34.13 7 - - (Chen et al., 2004) 

TDP-43/TARDBP 1p36.22 39 4 0.2-0-4 (Kabashi et al., 2008; 

Sreedharan et al., 2008) 

FUS/FUS 16p11.2 27 4 0.2-0-4 (Kwiatkowski et al., 

2009) 
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Optineurin/OPTN 10p13 3 - - (Maruyama et al., 2010) 

VCP/VCP 14q11.1 4 - - (Johnson et al., 2010) 

Angiongenin/ANG 20q13.33 18 - - (Greenway et al., 2006) 

VAPB/VAPB Xp11.21 2 <1 - (Nishimura et al., 2004) 

Ubiquilin-

2/UBQLN2 

9p21.2 5 - - (Deng et al., 2011) 

C9orf72/C9ORF72 17p13.3 GGGGCC 

repeat 

expansion 

20-40 10 (DeJesus-Hernandez et 

al., 2011; Renton et al., 

2011) 

Profilin 1/PFN1  4 - . (Wu et al., 2012) 

“–“ denotes that this information is unclear. Source: http://alsod.iop.kcl.ac.uk. 

 

 

 

Diagnostic criteria and methods 

ALS is characterized by the loss of MNs of primary motor cortex, brainstem and spinal cord. This 

special combination of upper and lower MNs provokes physical signs of upper or lower MN 

involvement (Leigh and Ray-Chaudhuri, 1994): loss of upper MNs affects central motor drive 

Figure 1. Outline of the human 
motor system. Upper motor neuron 
cell bodies are situated in the motor 
cortex and project axons via the 
corticospinal tracts to the spinal 
cord. There they synapse in the 
anterior horn with lower motor 
neurons, which project axons via 
peripheral nerves that then contact 
muscle fibers at the neuromuscular 
junction. Lower motor neurons 
originating in the brain stem that 
control speech and swallowing 
(bulbar motor neurons), and lower 
motor neurons that originate in the 
spinal cord that control limb and 
respiratory muscles, may both be 
affected.  

Extracted from Goodall et al., 2006  
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(reduced firing rates and recruitment of lower MNs), leading to slowing of contraction speed, slow 

repetitive movements, weakness, and decreased muscle activation, as well as hyperreflexia and 

spasticity. Loss of lower MNs and, consequently, loss of motor units results in muscle atrophy, 

fasciculations, hyporeflexia, and a comparable loss of both voluntary and electrically stimulated 

(tetanic) muscle force (Hardiman et al., 2011; Wijesekera and Leigh, 2009). Not all motor units are 

equally vulnerable to the disease process. Electromyographical analysis performed in ALS patients 

revealed that the larger and physiological stronger motor units are clearly more affected by the 

disease (Dengler et al., 1990). Moreover, histopathological studies also described a preferential 

degeneration of large MNs in ALS (Sobue et al., 1983). 

One of the major problems of ALS is the delay in diagnosis, mainly because the initial 

symptoms mimic other spinal cord diseases, neuropathies and several neurological syndromes 

(Kraemer et al., 2010). With the advent of possible new therapies for ALS, there is an increasing 

need for early diagnosis, because is intuitively probable that early therapy will produce better 

results. Many efforts have been conducted to develop reliable biomarkers to early diagnose ALS 

mainly focused on either biochemical or live-imaging fields. However, physiological markers are 

still the most important approach in terms of ALS diagnosis and monitoring. 

 

Electrophysiological tests for lower motoneuron involvement 

Nerve conduction studies are crucial for the diagnosis of ALS since they permit to define and 

exclude other peripheral nerve, neuromuscular junction or muscle disorders that may mimic the 

ALS phenotype (Brooks et al., 2003). In ALS, the major electrophysiological feature is the 

reduction of the compound muscle action potentials (CMAP) (Brooks et al., 2003). On the contrary, 

the distal motor latency and the motor nerve conduction velocity remain almost normal, below 70% 

of upper or lower limits of normal (Cornblath et al., 1992; de Carvalho and Swash, 2000; Mills and 

Nithi, 1998). Motor studies are also important for excluding multifocal motor neuropathy by the 

detection of partial conduction blocks. A marked reduction of proximal amplitude or negative-peak 

area as compared with the distal ones (over 50%), in short segments (excluding entrapment sites) 

implies partial conduction block (de Carvalho et al., 2001). 

F-wave tests are also useful in assessing proximal conduction and some abnormalities have 

been described in ALS patients (de Carvalho et al., 2008), including increased F-wave latency with 

normal frequency and increased amplitude, and slowed F-wave velocity with decreased F-wave 
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latency. Upper MN abnormalities may be associated with an increased F-wave rate (de Carvalho 

and Swash, 2000). 

Sensory nerve conduction studies can be abnormal in the case of entrapment syndromes and 

peripheral nerve diseases (Brooks et al., 2003). There are also recent evidences pointing to a sub-

clinical involvement of the sensory system in 10-20% of ALS patients, suggesting an additional 

polyneuropathy (Isaacs et al., 2007; Pugdahl et al., 2007). 

 

Electromyography 

Needle electromyography (EMG) provides evidences of lower MN dysfunction, which are 

required for ALS diagnosis (Krarup, 2011). Abnormal EMG should be found in muscles innervated 

by MNs from at least two of the following four CNS regions: brainstem (bulbar/cranial MN), 

cervical, thoracic or lumbosacral spinal MNs. For the brainstem region it is enough to find EMG 

changes in one muscle (e.g. tongue, facial muscles, jaw muscles, etc). For thoracic spinal cord 

region it is sufficient to demonstrate EMG alterations in either paraspinal muscles at or below T6 

level or abdominal muscles. Finally, for cervical and lumbosacral spinal cord regions, at least two 

muscles innervated by different roots and peripheral nerves must show EMG abnormalities (Brooks 

et al., 2003; Mitsumoto et al., 2007). EMG alterations could be manifested as: 1) large motor unit 

potentials of increased duration with an increased proportion of polyphasic potentials, often of 

increased amplitude; 2) reduced interference pattern with firing rates higher tan 10 Hz (unless there 

is a significant upper MN component, in which case the firing rate may be lower than 10 Hz); 3) 

unstable motor unit potentials. 

Fasciculation potentials are another important feature in ALS, although they can also be 

seen in normal muscles (benign fasciculations) and are not present in all muscles of ALS patients. 

In benign fasciculations the morphology of fasciculation potentials is normal, whereas pathological 

fasciculations have a complex morphology (de Carvalho et al., 2008; Janko et al., 1989). It has been 

suggested that abnormal fasciculation potentials can be considered as equivalent in importance to 

fibrillation potentials or positive sharp waves (de Carvalho et al., 2008). 

 

Motor unit number estimation 

Motor unit number estimation (MUNE) is an electrophysiological technique that provides 
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quantitative information about the number of axons innervating a muscle. MUNE can be performed 

using a number of different approaches (incremental method, multiple point stimulation, spike-

triggered averaging, F-wave, and statistical method), with each presenting advantages and 

limitations. Despite the lack of a single method for MUNE performing, it is crucial for the 

evaluation of progressive motor axonal loss in ALS (Bromberg and Brownell, 2008; Mitsumoto et 

al., 2007). 

 

Transcranial magnetic stimulation and central motor conduction studies 

���Transcranial magnetic stimulation allows non-invasive evaluation of corticospinal motor pathways 

and thus the detection of upper MN lesion even when patients do not show upper MN clinical signs 

(Mitsumoto et al., 2007). Using this technique, motor amplitude, stimulation threshold, central 

motor conduction time and silent periods can be easily evaluated (Eisen and Shtybel, 1990). 

Electrophysiological features reflecting upper MN involvement include (Brooks et al., 2003): 1) up 

to 30% increase in central motor conduction time determined by cortical magnetic stimulation. 

Marked increase in central motor conduction time was reported in fALS patients with D90A SOD1 

mutation (Cappellari et al., 2008; Osei-Lah et al., 2004; Vucic and Kiernan, 2007); 2) low firing 

rates of motor unit potentials on maximal effort. 

 

Neuroimaging studies 

The most important use of neuroimaging for ALS diagnosis is to exclude treatable structural lesions 

that mimic ALS by producing varying degrees of upper and lower MNs signs, especially in those 

with clinically probable or possible ALS. Clinically definite ALS with bulbar or pseudobulbar onset 

is the only condition where imaging studies are not required, since structural lesions are unlikely to 

reproduce this kind of signs (Brooks et al., 2003). Magnetic resonance image (MRI) can be also 

used to reveal lesions in the corticospinal tract in ALS. The most characteristic feature in ALS is the 

hyperintensity of the corticospinal tract on T2-weighted, proton density weighted and FLAIR-

weighted MRI, and is best visualized in the brain and brainstem and to a lesser extent in the spinal 

cord (Abe et al., 1997; Goodin et al., 1988; Thorpe et al., 1996; Waragai, 1997). 
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Muscle biopsy and neuropathalogical studies 

Biopsy of skeletal muscle or other tissues is not required for diagnosis, unless to rule out a mimic 

syndrome (e.g. inclusion body myositis). In addition, muscle biopsy may be used to demonstrate 

lower MN dysfunction in a body region where clinical or electrophysiological findings do not 

evidence involvement (Brooks et al., 2003). 

 
Frontotemporal lobal degeneration - ALS 

Frontotemporal lobal degeneration (FTLD or FTD) is caused by a progressive neuronal atrophy and 

loss in the frontotemporal cortex, and is characterized by personality and behavioral changes, as 

well as gradual impairment of language skills. It is the second most common dementia after 

Alzheimer’s disease (Van Langenhove et al., 2012).  

 

 
 

 

Traditionally, ALS and FTLD were considered as two distinct identities. However, novel 

evidences suggest that both pathologies form one clinical continuum, where pure forms are linked 

by overlap syndromes. The first link established between FTLD and ALS was the identification of 

TDP-43 positive ubiquitinated cytoplasmic inclusions in almost all cases of ALS and more than a 

half of FTLD patients (Neumann et al., 2006; Van Langenhove et al., 2012). Although 

neuropsychological testing shows normal cognition in the majority of ALS patients, up to 50% of 

Figure 2. Clinical, genetic, and 
pathological overlap of ALS and FTLD 
(A) ALS and FTLD represent a 
continuum of a broad neurodegenerative 
disorder with each presenting as 
extremes of a spectrum of overlapping 
clinical symptoms (ALS in red and 
FTLD in purple). Major known genetic 
causes for ALS and FTLD are plotted 
according to the ratio of known 
mutations that give rise to ALS or 
FTLD. (B) Pathological protein 
inclusions in ALS and FTLD, according 
to the major protein misaccumulated. 
Inclusions of TDP-43 and FUS/TLS in 
ALS and FTLD reflect the pathological 
overlap of ALS and FTLD. 

Extracted from Ling et al., 2013  
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them present some degree of cognitive impairment, while 15-18% meet the criteria for FTLD 

(Ringholz et al., 2005). On the contrary, few patients with FLTD develop ALS (Lomen-Hoerth et 

al., 2002). In fact, FTLD-only, ALS-only and coincident FTD-ALS were reported to occur inside a 

same family. Despite genetic alterations underlying these cases are unknown, some studies have 

identified a common locus on chromosome 9 (Vance et al., 2006). The recent finding of an 

hexanucleotid expansion in C9ORF72 constitutes a strong link between ALS and FTLD (DeJesus-

Hernandez et al., 2011; Ling et al., 2013; Mori et al., 2013a; Renton et al., 2011). 

 

Animal models 

The development of transgenic animal models carrying genetic mutations described in fALS cases 

has facilitated the study of MNDs. These models show similar pathological events to the ones 

observed in patients. There are different mouse models for ALS, including those with spontaneous 

mutations, such as the MN degenerative (mnd) mouse, the wasted mouse, the wobbler mouse, and 

the progressive motoneuronopathy (pmn) mouse; and genetically engineered mice, such as the 

transgenic mouse that overexpresses mutant human SOD1 (mSOD1). During the last 20 years, the 

study of ALS-liked genetic mutations has led to the development of several transgenic animal 

models.  

 

mSOD1 models 

Missense sod1 gene mutations on the chromosome 9 were the first identified genetic cause of ALS 

(Rosen, 1993). Research into the aberrant function of mSOD1 has formed the basis of much of our 

understanding of ALS pathogenesis through the generation and study of transgenic rodent models 

overexpressing the human mSOD1 protein. However, after 20 years of research, the exact 

mechanisms underlying mSOD1 pathology remain unknown. It was originally hypothesized that 

mSOD1 may cause ALS as a result of a loss of dismutase activity. However, further studies in sod1 

KO mice revealed that SOD1 deficiency was not the cause of motor dysfunction (Reaume et al., 

1996). In contrast, the degeneration of MN in transgenic mice expressing mSOD1 is likely to result 

from a toxic gain-of-function (Gurney et al., 1994). Few years after the discovery of SOD1 

mutations as a cause of familial ALS (Rosen, 1993), the transgenic mouse model SOD1G93A was 

developed, expressing the human mutation of a glycine to alanine conversion at the 93rd codon of 

SOD1 gene in high copy number (Ripps et al., 1995). These mice develop a rapidly progressive 
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MND, which leads to hindlimb paralysis and death in around 4-5 months of age. This phenotype 

recapitulates several clinical and histopathological features of both familial and sporadic forms of 

the human disease (Ripps et al., 1995). Since the development of this model, over twenty other 

mSOD1 models have been created carrying other mutations such as G37R or G85R, leading to 

heterogeneous phenotypes in terms of disease onset and progression. In fact, mSOD1 rodent models 

of ALS have variable ages of clinical disease onset, rates of progression and survival mostly 

depending upon the specific mutation on the gene (G93A, G85R, G37R, etc), the number of 

mSOD1 transgene copies or its expression level, the gender of the animals or their genetic 

background (Alexander et al., 2004; Heiman-Patterson et al., 2005; 2011). Although the high 

variety of existing mSOD1 mouse models, SOD1G93A mice are still the most widely used on basic 

research and preclinical studies.  

 

 
Figure 3. Time course of clinical and neuropathological events in high copy 
number transgenic SOD1G93A mice.  

 

  

Extracted from Turner et al., 2008  
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  More recently, models of neuronal-specific (Jaarsma et al., 2008; Lino et al., 2002) or non-

neuronal-specific (Clement et al., 2003; Yamanaka et al., 2008) mSOD1 expression have also been 

developed, leading to important findings about the role of non-neuronal cells on ALS 

physiopathology. In order to assess the possibility that the disease phenotype may be triggered by 

the overexpression of the SOD1 per se, some lines of transgenic mice overexpressing the human 

wild type SOD1 (wtSOD1) protein have been created and used as control in several studies (Gurney 

et al., 1994; Jaarsma et al., 2000; Saxena et al., 2009). It was originally described that wtSOD1 did 

not play a role in ALS, as mice overexpressing this protein show mild axonopathy with signs of 

abnormal mitochondrial morphology but without overt motor dysfunction (Jaarsma et al., 2000). 

However, more recently it has emerged that wtSOD1 could play a role in ALS pathogenesis, since 

overexpression of human wtSOD1 at similar levels to that seen in mSOD1 mouse models, causes 

progressive MN degeneration (Graffmo et al., 2013). In their work, Graffmo et al. reported that 

wtSOD1 overexpression resulted in an ataxic staggering gait with abnormal hindlimb reflexes and a 

reduced lifespan, with median survival of 367 days. These clinical signs were accompanied by 

gliosis and misfolded wtSOD1 in transgenic mice spinal cord from 100 days of age, and a 41% 

reduction of thoracic MN. These novel findings, together to those reporting a potential role of 

conformationally altered wtSOD1 in sporadic ALS patients (Bosco et al., 2010b) lead to the need of 

further investigation on the contribution of SOD1 in ALS pathology. 

 

TDP-43 models 

TDP-43 is a 43kDa nuclear protein originally discovered because of its effects on human 

immunodeficiency virus transcription (Ou et al., 1995). It is encoded by the tardbp gene on 

chromosome 1 and is composed by a nuclear localization signal, two RNA-binding motifs and a 

glycine-enriched region, which contains a “prion-like” domain and mediates protein and hnRNP 

interactions. In fact, it is in this glycine-enriched domain where most of ALS-associated mutations 

have been described (Kabashi et al., 2008; Sreedharan et al., 2008). 

Although not all TDP-43 functions are known, it plays crucial roles in alterative splicing and 

gene expression (Buratti and Baralle, 2008), embryogenesis (Sephton et al., 2010) and neuronal 

development. Nevertheless, the effect of TDP mutations on such functions is not understood. 

Several in vitro and in vivo studies have identified a large range of aberrant cellular dysfunctions 

caused by mTDP-43, including abnormal neuronal function and synaptic defects (Godena et al., 
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2011; Lin et al., 2011), mitochondrial alterations (Braun et al., 2011) proteasome dysfunction (Estes 

et al., 2011) and altered neuroinflammatory response (Swarup et al., 2011). Although it remains 

unclear how TDP-43 mutations cause ALS, both loss and gain of function have been proposed 

(Tsao et al., 2012). Several groups have attempted to generate TDP-43-ALS mouse models but 

results have shown varied phenotypes, with no TDP-43-ALS model completely replicating an ALS 

phenotype. Similar to mSOD1 murine models, development of disease phenotype in TDP-43-ALS 

transgenic rodents is highly dependent upon the level of transgene expression and, ultimately, the 

promoter used. However, in marked contrast to mSOD1 transgenic mice, these models develop 

mostly axonal alterations with relatively mild MN degeneration. Overexpression of human wild 

type TDP-43 has been shown to cause significant neurodegeneration (McGoldrick et al., 2013; Tsao 

et al., 2012).  

 

FUS models 

FUS was originally identified because its oncogenic properties following a chromosomal 

translocation resulting in the fusion of truncated FUS protein with the transcription factor CHOP 

(Crozat et al., 1993; Rabbitts et al., 1993). The FUS gene is located at 16p11.2 and comprises 15 

exons encoding a multifunctional 526 amino-acid protein (Prasad et al., 1994) with a complex 

domain structure. The N-terminus contains a Gln-Gly-Ser-Tyr-rich domain and glycine rich 

domain, and is proposed to have ‘prion-like’ properties (Udan and Baloh, 2011). Adjacent to this 

domain is an RNA recognition motif (RRM) domain, which contains a nuclear export sequence, 

followed by two Arg-Gly-Gly domains, which flank a zinc-finger region. The C-terminus of the 

protein contains a non-classical nuclear localization signal, which is recognized by transportin 

(Dormann et al., 2010). FUS is ubiquitously expressed in all cells, despite some rodent data suggest 

that expression outside the CNS decreases with age, being absent in mouse skeletal muscle, liver 

and kidney from 80 days of age (Huang et al., 2010). FUS binds DNA and RNA and primarily 

shows nuclear localization (Bosco et al., 2010a; Gal et al., 2011) . 

Mutations in FUS have been described as causative in similar proportion of fALS cases 

(FUS-ALS) as TDP-43 mutations, but it has been proposed that it may function downstream TDP-

43 and in parallel to other RNA-binding proteins (Kabashi et al., 2011). Developing models of 

FUS-ALS models is important to clarify the mechanisms by which mutations in this protein cause 

ALS and how aberrant RNA metabolism may lead to neurodegeneration.  
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There are four published transgenic rodent lines overexpressing FUS: 1) transgenic mice 

which overexpressing HA-tagged human wild-type FUS under control of the mouse prion promoter 

(Mitchell et al., 2013); 2) somatic brain transgenic mice expressing V5-tagged human wild-type 

FUS, mutant R521C and FUS lacking its nuclear localization signal (Δ14) (Verbeeck et al., 2012); 

3) transgenic rats which conditionally express human wild-type or mutant FUS under a TRE 

(Huang et al., 2011); and 4) transgenic rats which express mutant FUS under the CaMKIIα 

promoter with a TRE (Huang et al., 2012). Controversially, all four models display different 

phenotypic manifestations from pure motor involvement with muscle denervation, axonopathy and 

spinal MN degeneration, to pure cognitive deficits with memory impairment and hippocampal 

neurons death. 

 

Controversies of preclinical studies 

One of the most important problems regarding the development of new therapies for ALS is 

the failure to translate positive experimental results into successful human trials (Benatar, 2007; 

Rothstein, 2003). There are several possible explanations for the failure of successful translation 

from preclinical studies to effective human treatments. Firstly, mSOD1 rodent models represent a 

proportion of familial ALS rather than sporadic ALS cases. Given this, it can be argued that 

mSOD1 animals only model fALS or even only the fraction of cases caused by specific mutations 

that were introduced to the rodents. Since ALS pathophysiology is incompletely understood, it is 

possible that familial and sporadic ALS differ in some fundamental biological aspect that 

determines the effectiveness of a given treatment. Secondly, therapeutic approaches in animal 

models are usually applied prior to clinical onset of the disease. Despite this strategy might offer 

better results on preclinical studies and could be relevant for fALS cases, it cannot be replicated in 

human sALS. Thirdly, drug dosage and bioavailability are difficult to translate to humans based on 

rodent experimental data. And fourthly, drug effect discrepancies may be related to methodological 

shortcomings rather than drawbacks in the models themselves, increasing the importance of 

developing and applying techniques that lead to reliable, objective reliable preclinical results. 

 

Pathophysiological mechanisms 

The exact molecular pathway causing MN degeneration in ALS is unknown, but as with other 

neurodegenerative diseases, is likely to be a complex interplay between multiple pathogenic cellular 
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mechanisms that may not be mutually exclusive (Ferraiuolo et al., 2011; Pasinelli and Brown, 2006; 

Shaw, 2005).  

 

 
Figure 4. Overview of events in the pathogenesis of ALS. 

 

 

Oxidative stress 

Oxidative stress results from the imbalance between the production of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) and the biological system capacity to remove ROS or repair the ROS-induced damage. 

Although oxidative stress by itself may not be such harmful, accumulation of ROS may be an 

important factor that reduces the ability of the cell to cope with an underlying pathologic situation.  

The discovery that defects in the gene encoding SOD1 (Rosen, 1993) were associated with 

cases of familial ALS has heightened interest in the possibility that oxidative stress may contribute 

to MN death. However, further experiments demonstrated that MN death was related to the 

accumulation of abnormal mSOD1 instead of a loss of dismutase activity, since SOD1 deletion in 

mice do not lead to MN degeneration (Reaume et al., 1996). 

Extracted from Robberecht et al., 2013  
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The analysis of CSF and serum from both familial and sporadic ALS patients showed 

increased concentrations of oxidative stress-induced damage (Lyras et al., 1996; Mitsumoto et al., 

2008; Simpson et al., 2004; Smith et al., 1998). In this sense, evidences of oxidative damage to 

proteins (Shaw et al., 1995b), lipids (Simpson et al., 2004) and DNA (Bogdanov et al., 2000) have 

been reported in tissue of ALS patients. 

Oxidative damage has been documented in both cellular and rodent models of ALS (Barber 

and Shaw, 2010; Parakh et al., 2013). One of the most important consequences of oxidative stress is 

the damage to RNA species. Chang et al. (2008) reported that mRNA oxidation primarily occurs in 

MNs and spinal cord oligodendrocytes in SOD1G93A mice at early pre-symptomatic disease stages, 

and that translation of oxidized mRNA species decreased. Some mRNA species seem to be more 

susceptible to oxidation, including those involved in the mitochondrial electron transport chain, 

protein biosynthesis, folding and degradation pathways, myelination, the cytoskeleton, and the 

tricarboxylic acid cycle and glycolysis pathways. Interestingly, aberrant oxidation of wtSOD1 

present in sALS patients confers pathological properties similar to those observed in mSOD1, such 

as the inhibition of axonal transport (Bosco et al., 2010b). 

 

Mitochondrial dysfunction 

Mitochondria are the cellular organelle in charge of ATP production, calcium homeostasis 

maintenance and intrinsic apoptosis regulation. Numerous studies have highlighted the common 

role of mitochondria in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases (Lin and Beal, 2006). An 

important core of evidences implicates mitochondria as a key player in ALS physiopathology (Shi 

et al., 2010). Reduced mitochondrial DNA content associated to increased mutations of 

mitochondrial DNA, and respiratory chain complexes activity have been described in the spinal 

cord of ALS patients (Hirano et al., 1984; Wiedemann et al., 2002). In this sense, mitochondrial 

function impairments have been also reported in the skeletal muscle of ALS patients (Wiedemann 

et al., 1998). In vitro studies showed mitochondrial morphological and functional alterations in 

NSC-34 cells (a MN cell line) expressing mSOD1 (Menzies et al., 2002). Experiments performed in 

mSOD1 mice also revealed early mitochondrial morphological abnormalities prior to onset of 

symptoms (Kong and Xu, 1998). 

Although the exact mechanism by which mSOD1 might disrupt mitochondrial function is 

not clear, several possible explanations have been postulated.  mSOD1 could aggregate into the 

mitochondrial intermembrane space physically blocking the TOM/TIM protein import machines, 
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thus impeding mitochondrial protein import (Liu et al., 2004; Wong et al., 1995). MNs are large 

cells with important energy requirements. Despite several studies conducted, there is no consensus 

about the presence and contribution of mitochondrial respiratory chain alterations in mSOD1 

models. Mitochondrial respiration, electron transfer chain, and ATP synthesis have been reported as 

defective in SOD1G93A mice at disease onset (Jung et al., 2002; Mattiazzi et al., 2002), and ATP is 

even depleted in pre-symptomatic SOD1G93A mice (Browne et al., 2006). On the contrary, Damiano 

et al. (2006) reported unchanged ATP synthesis in SODG85R mice. 

 Maintaining calcium homeostasis is a critical function of mitochondria. It has been reported 

that neural mitochondrial calcium buffering capacity is altered prior to symptoms onset in the brain 

and spinal cord of SOD1G93A mice (Damiano et al., 2006). Furthermore, mitochondrial calcium 

uptake deficits have been shown in hypoglossal (vulnerable) MNs of SOD1G93A mice (Fuchs et al., 

2013). Calcium buffering impairments in MNs could increase their susceptibility to the altered 

calcium homeostasis associated with glutamate-mediated excitoxicity. Parone et al. (2013) explored 

the contribution of mitochondrial calcium buffering dysfunction by eliminating the expression of 

cyclophilin D, an important regulator of calcium-mediated opening of the mitochondrial 

permeability transition pore that determines mitochondrial calcium content. They determined that a 

chronic increase in mitochondrial calcium buffering capacity improved mitochondrial ATP 

synthesis, reduced mitochondrial swelling preserving their normal morphology.  

Mitochondria are a central element controlling apoptosis since the opening of the 

permeability transition pore and release of cytochrome c from the mitochondrial intermembrane 

space is crucial for the activation of the caspase cascade. mSOD1 aggregates may interfere with 

mitochondrial anti-apoptotic elements, such as Bcl-2, thereby triggering abnormal activation of 

intrinsic apoptosis by the premature release of cytochrome c to the cytoplasm (Pasinelli et al., 

2004). In this sense, Tan et al. (2013) reported that small peptides that specifically block the 

mSOD1-Bcl-2 complex formation rescue mitochondrial dysfunction. However, further experiments 

demonstrated that Bax deletion was able to rescue spinal MNs but failed to prevent neuromuscular 

denervation and mitochondrial vacuolization (Gould et al., 2006), suggesting that apoptosis 

contribution is limited to the last part of the MN degenerating process.  

 Recent findings from Wang et al. (2013) and Xu et al. (2010) showed that mTPD-43 also 

impairs mitochondrial morphology and function in transgenic mice.  
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Impaired axonal transport 

Intracellular transport is an essential element for neuronal cells. Neurons are polarized cells and 

they require mechanisms to direct axonal vs. dendritic transport. Since neurons transmit signals 

along long distances, proteins and organelles have to travel more than in other cell types (axons of 

human MNs can reach 1 m long). Even within an axon, proteins must be delivered to specific 

compartments (e.g., sodium channels must go to the plasma membrane in the nodes of Ranvier, and 

synaptic proteins to the axon terminal) thus increasing the importance of axonal transport within 

MNs. 

One of the main findings supporting axonal transport deficits as a hallmark of 

neurodegeneration is the axonal and cell body accumulation of organelles and other proteins 

observed in many human neurodegenerative diseases (De Vos et al., 2008).  Regarding ALS, 

several works have demonstrated the accumulation of neurofilaments in MN cell bodies in human 

patients, suggesting that axonal transport is impaired in these cells (Hirano et al., 1984; Julien, 

1997; Julien et al., 1998; Schmidt et al., 1987). Additionally, abnormalities of organelle axonal 

trafficking have been described in ALS patients (Breuer et al., 1987).  

Axonal transport has been widely studied in animal models mimicking ALS. Similar to what 

was reported in patients, it has been demonstrated that transgenic mice overexpressing mSOD1 

transgene develop neuronal cytoeskeletal pathology resembling human ALS (Tu et al., 1996). 

Further studies reported impaired anterograde axonal transport and neurofilament accumulation in 

SOD1G93A mice (Zhang et al., 1997). How mSOD1 perturbs axonal transport is not fully understood. 

It has been proposed that SOD1 mutations could indirectly alter axonal transport by increasing 

inflammatory and excitotoxic mediators, altering mitochondria or damaging transport cargos (De 

Vos et al., 2008). However, some evidences suggest a direct link between mSOD1 and axonal 

transport deficits since misfolded SOD1 specifically and abnormally binds to kinesin-associated 

protein 3 (KAP3) in the ventral grey matter of SOD1G93A spinal cord. KAP3 is a kinesin-2 subunit 

responsible for binding to divers cargos including choline acetyltransferase (ChAT). The 

consequent reduction of ChAT in the axon terminal may contribute to the synaptic deficit and, 

finally, to muscle denervation (Tateno et al., 2009). However, recent evidence from Marinkovic et 

al. (2012) suggests that axonal transport deficits may evolve independently from MN degeneration 

in SOD1G93A mice. In their work, Marinkovic et al., (2012) demonstrated that SOD1G93A axons can 

survive despite long-lasting transport deficits since these are present soon after birth, months before 

the first signs of muscle denervation (Fischer et al., 2004). Even more, they showed that MN 
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degeneration in SODG85R ALS mice occurs without axonal transport abnormalities. In light of these 

results, further experiments have to be performed to elucidate the role of axonal transport alterations 

in the specific MN degeneration in ALS. 

 

Excitotoxicity 

Glutamate is the main excitatory neurotransmitter in the CNS. It exerts its effect through the 

activation of several types of ionotropic and metabotropic receptors. Neuronal injury caused by 

excitatory mediators, known as excitotoxicity, results from the excessive activation of glutamate 

receptors, and may be due to failure in the neurotransmitter clearance from the synaptic cleft or 

increased postsynaptic sensitivity to glutamate. This enhanced activation induces massive calcium 

influxes that damage the cell through the activation of calcium-dependent protreases, lipases and 

nucleases. In fact, excitotoxicity is closely related to other important features of ALS, such as 

intracellular calcium disruption, with secondary activation of proteolitic and ROS-generating 

enzymes, and mitochondrial abnormalities and energy imbalance (Arundine and Tymianski, 2003). 

A large amount of evidences implicate excitotoxicity as a mechanism contributing to MN injury in 

ALS, although clear evidence that it is a primary disease mechanism is lacking. The most important 

evidences supporting the role of excitotoxicity in ALS physiopathology are the three-fold increased 

glutamate levels present in ALS patients CSF (Perry et al., 1990; Shaw et al., 1995a) and the 

benefits achieved by riluzole as an anti-excitotoxic drug (Ludolph and Jesse, 2009).  

Excitotoxicity detrimental effects are mainly mediated through calcium-dependent pathways 

(Grosskreutz et al., 2010; Van Den Bosch et al., 2006). One possible explanation for the role of 

excitotoxic injury to MNs is that ALS-vulnerable spinal and brainstem MNs display low 

endogenous Ca2+ buffering capacity, that is 5-6 times lower than that found in ALS-resistant MNs 

(i.e. oculomotor MNs), making them more susceptible to excitotoxic insults (Alexianu et al., 1994).  

Overactivation of α-Amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and N-

methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors is considered one of the main causes of excitotoxiciy (Van 

Den Bosch et al., 2006). It has been demonstrated that MNs are especially vulnerable to AMPA-

mediated excitotoxicity in vitro (Carriedo et al., 1996). AMPA receptor calcium permeability is 

largely determined by the GluR2 subunit. Most native AMPA receptors in the mammalian CNS 

contain the GluR2 subunit, which is post-transcriptionally edited at the Gln/Arg site 586 in the 

second transmembrane domain, making the receptor complex calcium-impermeable (Kwak et al., 

2010; Williams et al., 1997). Williams et al., (1997) reported that GluR2 subunit is reduced in 

human spinal MNs, making them highly calcium permeable and more susceptible to excitotoxic 
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insults, while Kawahara et al., (2004) reported a defect in the editing of the GluR2 subunit mRNA 

in the spinal motoneurons of individuals affected by ALS. In contrast, mRNA analysis performed in 

SOD1G93A and SOD1H46R transgenic rats showed a complete edition of the GluR2 subunit (Kawahara 

et al., 2004; 2006).  

Although the role of the NMDA receptor has received less attention, there is some evidence 

supporting its contribution to excitotoxicity in ALS. In fact, Texido et al., (2011) (Texidó et al., 

2011) have reported that sera from ALS patients induces abnormal NMDA receptors activation. 

Moreover, Sunico et al. (2011) have recently showed an excitation/inhibition imbalance in MNs of 

SOD1G93A mice with an increased density of glutamatergic synapses, which could lead to an 

excitatory imbalance. 

As above mentioned, excitotoxicity could also result from glutamate clearance alterations 

from the synaptic cleft. Excitatory amino-acid transporters (EAATs) are located at most synapses in 

the CNS and translocate glutamate from the synaptic space into astrocytes (Foran and Trotti, 2009). 

Glutamate transport deficits have been identified in the motor cortex and the spinal cord of ALS 

patients, especially focused in the astroglial specific EEAT2 (Bristol and Rothstein, 1996). 

Furthermore, loss of glial EEAT2 have been also reported in mSOD1 models of ALS (Howland et 

al., 2002; Trotti et al., 1999). 

Finally, it has been reported that mSOD1 can directly alter calcium hemeostasis. Allen et al. 

(2011) recently demonstrated that misfolded A4V mSOD1 aggregates forming pores that integrate 

in the membrane permitting the influx of calcium into the cytoplasm. This finding suggests that 

mSOD1 can contribute to excitotoxic damage to MNs without contribution of other glutamatergic-

related elements. 

 

Protein aggregation 

Protein aggregates or inclusions have long been recognized as a pathological hallmark of several 

neurodegenerative disorders, including ALS, in which protein aggregates are common in spinal 

MNs. Ubiquitin-positive inclusions are characteristic of ALS pathology. However, it remains 

unknown whether inclusion formation is responsible of cellular toxicity and ALS pathogenesis, if 

aggregates may be innocuous neurodegeneration-derived products, or if they may represent a 

protective mechanism of the cell to reduce intracellular concentrations of toxic proteins.  

Most ALS cases present small eosinofil Bunina-bodies containing cystatin C and transferrin 

(Okamoto et al., 1993b; 2008). However, the significance of these inclusions remains unclear. 
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Neurofilament-rich hyaline aggregates are found in the citoplasm and proximal dendrites of spinal 

MNs in human patients (Schmidt et al., 1987) and animal models (Zhang et al., 1997) of ALS. 

Although for some time neurofilament accumulation was considered an evidence of MN 

dysfunction, nowadays it is not clear their real contribution to ALS physiopathology (Julien, 1997). 

SOD1 inclusions are found in MNs of familial and sporadic ALS patients (Shibata et al., 

1994). Aggregation of mSOD1 is also a pathophysiological hallmark in mSOD1 rodent models 

(Bruijn et al., 1998). Further studies revealed that conformational antibodies that react with 

structurally altered mSOD1 mainly labeled cell bodies and proximal axons of spinal MNs (Rakhit et 

al., 2007). Bosco et al. (2010b) recently demonstrated that conformational antibodies against 

mSOD1 also react with structurally altered wtSOD1 present in sALS patients. Extracellular 

aggregates of mSOD1 are also able to activate microglial cells in vitro (Roberts et al., 2012). 

Non-mutated TDP-43 is found in aggregates both in neuronal and non-neuronal cells in all 

sALS patients and the vast majority of SOD1-negative familial ALS patients, but not in SOD1-

related ALS (Mackenzie et al., 2007; Neumann et al., 2006). Under normal conditions, TDP-43 is 

predominantly localized in the nucleus, and loss of nuclear TDP-43 staining is seen in most cells 

containing TDP-43-positive cytoplasmic inclusions (Zhang et al., 2008). It has been hypothesized 

that cytoplasmic redistribution of TDP-43 is an early pathogenic event in ALS. In fact, mutations in 

TARDBP, the gene encoding TDP-43, were discovered in several familial ALS pedigrees, thereby 

consolidating the evidence for TDP-43 dysfunction in ALS and establishing this protein as a crucial 

player in both sporadic and familial disease (Sreedharan et al., 2008). 

Similarly, cytoplasmic inclusions containing mutant FUS protein have been observed in 

some patients with FUS-related fALS (Groen et al., 2010; Hewitt et al., 2010). 

Mutations in ubiquilin 2, which encodes a cytosolic ubiquitin-like protein, have recently 

been found to be associated with a dominantly inherited X-linked subtype of ALS (Deng et al., 

2011). The exact function of ubiquilin 2 is unknown, but it has been implicated in protein 

degradation via both the Ubiquitin-Proteasome System (UPS) and autophagy (Lee and Brown, 

2012). 

An intronic hexanucleotide repeat expansion in C9ORF72 was recently identified as the 

most prevalent cause of ALS, FTD and ALS-FTD (DeJesus-Hernandez et al., 2011; Renton et al., 

2011). Interestingly, TDP-43-negtive, ubiquilin 2-positive inclusions can distinguish expanded 

repeat from non-expanded repeat carriers (Brettschneider et al., 2012). In fact, these protein 
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accumulations contain polydipeptide repeat proteins generated by non-AGT-initiated translation 

from the C9ORF72 intronic repeat expansion (Ash et al., 2013; Mori et al., 2013a). 

 

Endoplasmic reticulum stress 

Physiologically, accumulation of misfolded protein elicits the ER stress response. ER-resident 

chaperons recognize the accumulation of misfolded proteins and activate the Unfolded-Protein 

Response (UPR), which can cause suppression of general translation and ER-associated protein 

degradation. Although these mechanisms are initially cytoprotective, prolonged UPR activation can 

trigger apoptotic signaling (Kaufman, 2002). 

A deal of evidence implicates ER stress as an important feature of MN degeneration in ALS. 

UPR markers are up-regulated in sporadic ALS patients (Atkin et al., 2008) and mSOD1 rodent 

models (Atkin et al., 2006; Saxena et al., 2009). In fact, protein disulphide isomerase (PDI), an ER-

resident chaperone is overexpressed in mSOD1 mice, where it co-localizes with SOD1 inclusions 

(Atkin et al., 2008). In mSOD1 mice, a longitudinally gene expression profile of vulnerable MNs 

(innervating fast fatigable muscles, e. g. extensor digitorum longus) vs. resistant MNs (innervating 

slow muscle fibers, e. g. soleus) revealed early up-regulation of several UPR markers prior to 

muscle denervation in vulnerable MNs. Similar changes eventually occurred in disease-resistant 

MNs but 25-30 days later (Saxena et al., 2009).  

Addition of CSF from sporadic ALS patients on NSC-34 cells and primary rat spinal MNs 

cell cultures induces ER stress, including the up-regulation of UPR markers, such as GRP-78 and 

caspase-12 (Vijayalakshmi et al., 2011). 

Under ER stress conditions, UPR is triggered by the activation of three sensor proteins, 

IRE1, ATF6, and PERK. Diminishing PERK activity in mSOD1G85R mice dramatically accelerated 

disease onset as well as shortened disease duration and lifespan (Wang et al., 2010). Although UPR 

improves the ability of protein folding by inducing ER resident chaperones expression and protects 

the cell from ER stress, excessive ER stress leads to apoptosis by the activation of C/EBP 

homologous protein (CHOP). CHOP levels are increased in neurons, astroglia, microglia and 

oligodendrocytes of both sALS patients and mSOD1G93A mice (Ito et al., 2009). 

 

Neuroinflammation 

Neuroinflammation is a common pathological event of neurodegenerative disorders (Khandelwal et 

al., 2011) and its modulation has been proposed as an important potential therapeutic target (Yong 
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and Rivest, 2009). Analysis of sporadic and familial ALS spinal cord tissue and CSF revealed 

increased microglial activation and T cells infiltration (Henkel et al., 2004; Sta et al., 2011), and 

higher concentration of some proinflammatory mediators, including monocyte chemoattractant 

protein 1 (MCP-1) and IL-8 (Kuhle et al., 2009). Consistent with these results gene array analysis 

of mSOD1 mice revealed an enhanced expression of inflammatory-related molecules especially at 

later stages of disease progression (Ferraiuolo et al., 2007; Lincecum et al., 2010). Additionally, 

Lincecum et al. (2010) reported a therapeutic improvement after the administration of an anti-

CD40L in mSOD1 mice. 

Microglial activation and proliferation is also evident in rodent models of ALS (Henkel et 

al., 2009). Gowing et al. (2008) reported an increased number of CD45+/CD11b+ microglial cells in 

SOD1G93A mice from 100 days of age. Additionally, they demonstrated an increased 

CD45+/CD11b+/CD86+ ratio from 80 days of age, evidencing an increased proportion of activated 

microglial cells. Although it is still unknown whether microglial activation is a cause or a 

consequence of the MN degeneration, some works have been conducted manipulating microglial 

cells in mSOD1 mice.  However, ablation of proliferating microglia in SODG93A mice did affect 

neither disease onset nor progression (Gowing et al., 2008). 

Astrocytes also play a key role in the neuroinflammatory process by producing several 

inflammatory signals. Astrocytes from SOD1G93A secrete inflammatory mediators, such as 

prostaglandin E2, leukotriene B4, and nitric oxide both at basal (non-activated) and activated 

conditions (Hensley et al., 2006). Additionally, co-cultures of astrocytes from familial and sporadic 

ALS are toxic to MNs. This toxicity is in part mediated by the up-regulation of inflammatory gene 

expression (Haidet-Phillips et al., 2011). 

 

The role of non-neuronal cells 

It is now accepted that neighboring glial cells have a crucial role in the MN degeneration occurring 

in ALS. In 2003, Clement et al. (2003) generated a chimeric animal expressing mSOD1 in specific 

cell lines and demonstrated that normal MNs developed ALS signs when surrounded by mSOD1-

expressing glia. Moreover, the proportion of non-neuronal cells that lacked the transgene positively 

correlated to the lifespan of the chimeric mice.  

To determine the contribution of microglia, double transgenic mice were generated 

expressing the Cre–Lox recombination system to specifically suppress mSOD1G37R expression in 

MNs or microglia. mSOD1 deletion from MNs showed delayed disease onset but no modifications 

of disease progression once it had been initiated. On the contrary, mSOD1 suppression from 
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CD11b+ cells (microglia and macrophages) did not alter disease onset but significantly prolonged 

mice survival. These findings suggest that disease onset and propagation could be underlined by 

different mechanisms (Boillee et al., 2006a; 2006b). To deeply study the role of microglial cells in 

ALS disease progression, CD11b-Tkmut-30;SOD1G93A double transgenic mice were generated to 

allow the selective elimination of proliferating microglial cells under the administration of 

ganciclovir. Surprisingly, a 50% reduction of reactive microglia in the lumbar spinal cord of these 

animals had no effect on MN degeneration (Gowing et al., 2008). 

Although the generation of transgenic animals selectively expressing mSOD1 in astrocytes 

failed to induce MN degeneration (Gong et al., 2000), it is accepted that astrocytes play a crucial 

role in ALS. Astrocytes derived from postmortem tissue of familial and sporadic ALS patients are 

toxic to MNs. Interestingly, the toxic effect was restricted to MNs, since ALS-astrocytes are not 

toxic when co-cultured with GABAergic neurons. Surprisingly, blocking mSOD1 expression 

produced significant neuroprotective effects both on familial and sporadic ALS-derived astrocytes 

(Haidet-Phillips et al., 2011).  

Rodent astrocytes expressing mSOD1 are toxic to spinal primary and embryonic mouse 

stem cell–derived motor neurons (Diaz-Amarilla et al., 2011; Nagai et al., 2007). Moreover, 

diminishing mutant expression in astrocytes does not affect onset, but delays microglial activation 

and sharply slows later disease progression (Yamanaka et al., 2008). 

There is emerging evidence that oligodendrocytes provide crucial metabolic support to 

neurons (Nave, 2010) but their role in ALS has been not established. Kang et al. (2013) recently 

reported an extensive degeneration of gray matter oligodendrocytes in the spinal cord of 

mSOD1G93A mice prior to disease onset. Moreover, they showed that selective removal of mSOD1 

from oligodendroglia substantially delayed disease onset and prolonged survival. 

Surprisingly, diminished mSOD1 synthesis exclusively within Schwann cells of SOD1G37R 

significantly accelerates disease progression, accompanied by a reduction of insulin-like growth 

factor 1 (IGF-1) in nerves (Lobsiger et al., 2009). 

 

Abnormal RNA processing 

RNA processing abnormalities were first implicated in MND by the description of mutations in 

SMN1 as a cause of SMA (Lefebvre et al., 1995). The SMN protein participates in the assembly of 

small ribonucleoproteins, which have a role for pre-mRNA splicing (Burghes and Beattie, 2009). 
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Gene expression profiling revealed transcriptional repression in isolated MNs from SOD1G93A mice 

(Ferraiuolo et al., 2007; Kirby et al., 2005). 

Later identification of TDP-43, a RNA-DNA binding protein, as a major component of the 

ubiquitinated inclusions in ALS (Neumann et al., 2006) focused the attention to RNA metabolism 

alteration as an important pathophysiological disease mechanism. TDP-43 is a predominantly 

nuclear protein implicated in several aspects of RNA processing, including transcriptional 

regulation, alterative splicing and microRNA processing. ALS-related TDP-43 positive cytoplasmic 

inclusions are present in both neuronal and glial cells, excluding those based on mSOD1 and FUS 

mutations (Mackenzie et al., 2007; 2010). 

Recent studies using ultraviolet cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) on brain and 

spinal cord of ALS mouse models and human patients have evaluated the RNA-binding targets of 

TDP-43 (Polymenidou et al., 2011; Tollervey et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011). Results revealed that 

TDP-43 binds to numerous RNA target molecules (approximately 30% of the mouse 

transcriptome). Binding commonly occurs to long UG-rich sequences in introns and less frequently 

to non-coding RNA molecules or to 3’ untranslated regions of mRNA. This high proportion on 

intronic binding suggests a nuclear function for TDP-43. Blocking tardbp43 expression with 

antisense oligonucleotides in adult mouse striatum altered the expression levels of 601 mRNA and 

changed the splicing pattern of 965 mRNA transcripts, including some relevant to 

neurodegeneration, such as FUS, progranulin and choline acetyltransferase (Polymenidou et al., 

2011). A recent study shows that fibroblast cell lines derived from patients with TDP-43-related 

ALS loss nuclear expression of TDP-43, together with RNA splicing changes, including changes of 

transcripts of RNA-processing genes previously implicated in ALS  (Highley  et al., 2010). A note 

of caution relating to genetic studies is that although gene structures are often similar between 

species, intronic sequences show great variability. Given the key role of TDP-43 in binding to long 

intronic sequences, the intraspecies variability in introns may hinder accurate modeling of human 

TDP-43 proteinopathies in other species, including rodents (Xiao et al., 2011). 

Further evidence of dysfunctional RNA metabolism in ALS emerges from the presence of 

mutations in angiogenin (ANG) (Greenway et al., 2006) and the DNA–RNA helicase senataxin 

(SETX) (Chen et al., 2004) in some cases. ANG, which expression is increased during hypoxia to 

promote angiogenesis, also acts as a transfer RNA-specific ribonuclease and regulates ribosomal 

RNA transcription (Kieran et al., 2008). A proposed mechanism by which ANG normally prevents 

cell death is inhibition of the translocation of apoptosis-inducing factor into the nucleus (Li et al., 
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2012). Mutations in ANG are likely to have a deleterious effect through loss of function, as 

overexpression of ANG extends the lifespan of mSOD1 mice (Kieran et al., 2008). SETX 

autosomal dominant mutations are associated with juvenile-onset fALS (Chen et al., 2004). The 

SETX protein is predicted to be a component of large ribonucleoprotein complexes, with roles in 

maintaining DNA repair in response to oxidative stress, and RNA processing (Chen et al., 2004). 

The mechanisms by which mutant SETX causes ALS remain to be determined. 

Additional evidence that dysregulated RNA processing may contribute to MN injury in ALS 

arises from the detection of biomarkers of RNA oxidation in human ALS and mSOD1 mice (Chang 

et al., 2008; Kieran et al., 2004) and the transcriptional repression within MNs that occurs in the 

presence of mSOD1 (Ferraiuolo et al., 2007; Kirby et al., 2005). 

 

Most relevant current therapies 

 

Drug-based therapy 

The beneficial effect of riluzole in ALS is though to be due to its antiglutamatergic actions (non-

competitive blocking of NMDA receptors) and by the blockage of voltage-dependent sodium 

channel (Doble, 1996). Although several trials targeting glutamate excitotoxicity (including 

gabapentin, toporimate, verapamil, lamotrignine or dextromethorphan) have been performed, the 

overall results have been disappointing (Choudry and Cudkowicz, 2005). 

Several antioxidants, such as vitamin E, N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) or catalase, produce 

benefits in mSOD1 mouse models but without successful translation in clinical trials (Orrell et al., 

2005). Creatine, that promotes glutamate uptake into synaptic vesicles and stabilizes mitochondrial 

energy transfer complex through inhibiting the opening of the mitochondrial permeability pore, 

showed promising results when orally administered to mSOD1 mice (Klivenyi et al., 1999). 

However, three large clinical trials in human ALS failed to reproduce these benefits (Groeneveld et 

al., 2003; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Shefner et al., 2004). Coenzyme Q10 is a co-factor of the electron-

transport chain in the mitochondria. It prolongs survival in mSOD1 mice but it also failed to 

translate in successful human clinical trials (Kaufmann et al., 2009). 

Increased interest is focused on the antibiotic minocycline since it has been one of the most 

effective agents in prolonging life in the rodent mSOD1 mouse models (Kriz et al., 2002). Although 

the exact mechanism underlying such effect is unclear, it is though that it inhibits microglial 

activation and modulates apoptosis (Yong et al., 2004). Unfortunately, recent phase III clinical trial 
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in human ALS patient revealed harmful effects after continuous minocycline administration 

(Gordon et al., 2007). 

 

 
Figure 5. Summary of ALS therapeutic targets and agents tested on recent preclinical studies. 

 

 

  

Extracted from McGoldrick et al., 2013  
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 Glatiramer acetate (copaxone) was also proposed as a promising candidate since it produces 

almost 25% increased survival in mSOD1 mice (Angelov et al., 2003). However, a phase III clinical 

trial showed no impact on disease progression in human ALS patients (Meininger et al., 2009). 

 Arimoclomol is one compound of the novel “smart drugs” family that induces the 

expression of heat-shock proteins only under cellular stress conditions. Treatment with arimoclomol 

after symptoms onset slowed disease progression and increased survival in mSOD1 mice (Kieran et 

al., 2004). A phase III human trial is currently under recruiting phase (see www.alsa.org). 

 

Growth factors 

As the main hallmark of ALS disease progression is the loss of MNs, another therapeutic strategy 

has been the treatment with a variety of growth factors. Ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), glial 

derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) and insulin growth factor (IGF-1) showed promising effects on 

mSOD1 models, but clinical trials have been disappointing. IGF-1 was reported to produce some 

modest effects slowing disease progression and functional decline in American trials but these 

results were not confirmed in subsequent studies (Borasio et al., 1998; Lai et al., 1997). 

Neurotrophic factors lack of effect may be due to the low bioavailability and the poor delivery to 

MNs thus increasing the interest of the development of gene therapy approaches. 

 

Gene therapy 

Gene therapy is a promising therapeutic approach for ALS since it permits to specifically deliver 

treatments to damaged MNs overcoming the difficulty of crossing the blood-brain barrier. Several 

strategies have been developed, including the delivery of genes encoding for neurotrophic factors, 

anti-apoptotic proteins or blocking the expression or detrimental factors (e.g. by means of small 

interference RNAs). The main advantage of gene therapy is that viral vectors can be administered 

either directly to the CNS or systemically (intramuscular, intravenous, etc), but always affecting a 

determined cell target (Federici and Boulis, 2006). At present, gene therapy is restricted to 

preclinical studies in mSOD1 models. Retrograde adeno-associated virus (AAV) delivery systems 

for IGF-1 and GDNF have shown benefits in mSOD1 mice (Kaspar et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2002). 

Intramuscular injections of lentiviral-tagged VEGF or anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 also resulted successful 

in rodent models (Azzouz et al., 2000; 2004).  

 An alternative approach is to block the expression of genes that are causative of MNs 

degeneration, such as mutant sod1. Successful reports has been published using small interfering 
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RNAs (RNAi) targeted to mutant sod1 (Ralph et al., 2005; Raoul et al., 2005). In fact, a phase I, 

randomized clinical trial has been recently performed intratecally delivering an antisense 

oligonucleotide against mutant sod1 in SOD1 familial ALS patients (Miller et al., 2013). 

 

Stem cell therapy 

Several preclinical works have been carried out transplanting different types of cells in mouse 

models of ALS, including embryonic stem cells, neural stem cells, bone marrow cells, 

hematopoietic stem cells and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) (Giordano et al., 2007; Kim and de 

Vellis, 2009; Meamar et al., 2013). As in other contexts, there are potential complications after 

embryonic or neural stem cell transplantation since both have the ability for unlimited growth and 

could be associated with high risk of teratoma formation. In addition, the possibility to replace the 

lost MNs is low. Despite evidence of MN differentiation in vivo, it seems unlikely that single 

localized injections of stem cells will provide long-term benefit in ALS pathology. Furthermore, the 

new MNs would need to reestablish appropriate connections to both upper MNs and the correct 

target muscle to become functional. Even considering the successful integration of transplanted, 

MN axons growth at a rate of 1-3 mm/day requiring months for complete generations of new 

connections. This limitation is largely underappreciated and, among others, is the reason that MNs 

replacement cannot be currently considered as an effective therapeutic strategy for ALS (Lindvall 

and Kokaia, 2010; Meamar et al., 2013; Papadeas and Maragakis, 2009). 

Induced pluripotencial stem (iPS) cells are capable of differentiating into any cell type, 

including MNs. Patient-specific iPS cells can be used for disease modeling, drug discovery, and 

perhaps autologous cell replacement therapies. iPS cells can also differentiate into MNs for drug 

screening or studying ALS cell mechanisms. Their ability to overcome immune rejection adds to 

their therapeutic potential. 

MSCs are also being tested for ALS cell therapies. Following intravenous injection into 

SOD1G93A ALS mice, human MSCs showed neuroglia differentiation and migrated to the brain and 

spinal cord, surviving for long time (Zhao et al., 2007). In addition, hMSC-transplanted mice 

showed a significant delay in disease onset (14 days), increased lifespan (18 days), and delayed 

disease progression compared to untreated mice. Results from Phase I clinical trials have confirmed 

the safety of MSC transplantation into the spinal cords of ALS patients, suggesting that MSCs may 

have clinical utility (Mazzini et al., 2010). 
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Hematopoietic stem cells infusion into the spinal cord parenchyma of adult mdf mice, 

produced functional improvement, as well as an increase in the number of MNs in the anterior horn 

of the spinal cord when compared to sham mice (Pastor et al., 2012). However, no neural 

differentiation of the transplanted cells was observed. Further analysis of the experimental spinal 

cords showed that the grafted cells formed cellular nests surrounding the MNs and that they 

expressed GDNF, which has been hypothesized to be responsible for the neuroprotective effects of 

the transplant. A phase I clinical trial in which autologous bone marrow cells were infused into the 

thoracic spinal cord confirmed not only the safety of the procedure in ALS patients but also 

provided evidence strongly suggesting their neurotrophic activity (Blanquer et al., 2012). 
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The general objective of the present thesis is to develop new therapeutic approaches for the 

SOD1G93A mouse model of ALS. With this aim, we established the following specific objectives: 

 

1. To characterize the SOD1G93A mouse model of ALS in order to develop reliable, objective 

markers to assess disease onset and progression, and to evaluate new potential treatments. 

 

2. To test the potential therapeutic effect of sigma-1 receptor modulation in SOD1G93A ALS mice. 

 

3. To test the potential therapeutic effect or resveratrol administration in SOD1G93A ALS mice. 

 

4. To assess the combinatory effect of sigma-1 receptor modulation and resveratrol in SOD1G93A 

ALS mice. 
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The main goal of the present thesis was to assess by reliable biomarkers the potential effects on 

disease progression and MN protection of new therapeutic approaches in the SOD1G93A mouse 

model of ALS. Here, we show a summary of the performed studies to facilitate understanding of the 

following chapters. 

 

Chapter I: SOD1G93A mouse model characterization 

The fist chapter of this thesis focused on the characterization of the SOD1G93A mouse model of ALS 

in order to develop reliable, objective tools for assessing disease onset and progression, and 

evaluating new potential treatments. 

 

Electrophysiological characterization 

We first made a detailed characterization of the SOD1G93A mice by using electrophysiological tests, 

since they are the most important tool for monitoring disease progression in ALS patients. We 

found that alterations of lower MN function were evident from 8 weeks of age whereas concomitant 

upper MN abnormalities appeared at 12 weeks of age. 

 

Evaluation of gait alterations 

Then, we focused on the characterization of SOD1G93A mice locomotion in order to evaluate 

whether alterations of both lower and upper MNs were translated into locomotor abnormalities. We 

performed a detailed locomotor assessment by means of a computerized system in which mouse 

gait was recorded, digitized and analyzed. Using this approach we found that first gait alterations 

were evident from 8 weeks of age, correlating with the first signs of lower MNs dysfunction. 

 

Predictive value of electrophysiological tests 

Following the electrophysiological and locomotor characterization, we focused on whether pre-

symptomatic electrophysiological results were able of predict clinical disease onset and survival in 

SOD1G93A ALS mice. We found that pre-symptomatic electrophysiological tests are accurate in 

differentiating transgenic vs. non-transgenic animals and can predict both clinical disease onset and 

survival. 
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Differences in disease progression depending on the genetic background of SOD1G93A mice 

Finally, we performed a proof of concept assessing whether electrophysiological and locomotion 

tests were able to discriminate differences on disease onset and progression in SOD1G93A animals 

bread from distinct strains. The results revealed that although both strains have similar locomotor 

impairments in rotarod from 12 weeks of age, motor nerve conduction tests showed a quite different 

disease progression. Whereas muscle denervation began 2 weeks earlier in B6 than in B6SJL mice, 

disease progression was more pronounced in the latter strain leading to a reduced lifespan. Thereby, 

genetic background is an important factor determining disease onset and progression, and 

electrophysiological tests are a useful tool to discriminate even minor differences in the course of 

MND models.  

 

Chapter II: Sigma-1 receptor agonist treatment 

Once demonstrated that electrophysiological and locomotion tests were appropriate for assessing 

disease progression in SOD1G93A ALS mice, we developed a first therapeutic approached based on 

the manipulation of the Sigma-1 receptor (Sigma-1R). Previous studies from our laboratory 

revealed that the sigma-1 receptor agonist PRE-084, produced neuroprotective effect of MNs both 

in vitro (after excitotoxic insult) and in vivo (after spinal root avulsion). PRE-084 administration in 

SOD1G93A mice from 8 weeks of age significantly preserved lower MN function and extended 

animal survival. Further analyses led us to hypothesize that PRE-084 promoted neuroprotection by 

modulating the NMDA receptor function and reducing microglial reactivity. 

 

Chapter III: Resveratrol treatment 

Secondly, we evaluated a therapeutic approach based on the administration of a resveratrol (RSV) 

enriched-diet. Our results revealed that resveratrol promoted significant preservation of both upper 

and lower MN function accompanied by survival extension and reduced spinal MN degeneration. In 

this case, we hypothesized that resveratrol was acting through the activation of sirtuin 1 and AMPK 

leading ultimately to a normalization of autophagy and enhanced mitochondrial biogenesis. 
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Chapter IV: Combinatory PRE-084 + resveratrol treatment 

The final step was to combine both Sigma-1R modulation and RSV administration in SOD1G93A 

mice. Although we found a significant preservation of lower MN function, survival extension and 

reduction of spinal MN degeneration after the combinatorial treatment, these effects were not 

enhanced compared to single treatments. Although in the previous chapters we hypothesized that 

PRE-084 and RSV were acting through independent molecular pathways, the lack of synergistic 

effect of the combined administration pointed to possible overlapping. In this chapter we also raised 

the possibility of a limited therapeutic opportunity in SOD1G93A mice as a potential explanation of 

the lack of effect of the combinatorial therapy. 
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1.2. Evolution of gait abnormalities in SOD1G93A transgenic mice 

 

 

Mancuso R, Oliván S, Osta R, Navarro X. Evolution of gait abnormalities in SOD1G93A transgenic 

mice. Brain Res 2011, 1406: 65-73. 
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Mancuso R, Osta R, Navarro X. Pre-symptomatic electrophysiological tests predict clinical onset 

and survival in SOD1G93A ALS mice. Muscle Nerve, in press. 
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General discussion 
 

Motoneuron vulnerability in ALS  

ALS, the most frequent form of MND in adult humans, consists in a degenerative process in which 

lower and upper MNs are selectively vulnerable, but interestingly some groups of MNs are 

relatively resistant to the disease process. A consistent clinical feature of ALS is the preservation of 

eye movements and external sphincters function. Pathological studies confirmed that there is 

relative sparing of the cranial motor nuclei of the oculomotor, trochlear and abducens nerves, and of 

Onuf’s nucleus in the sacral spinal cord, which innervates the external sphincters of the pelvic floor 

(Mannen et al., 1977). Although neuronal numbers are relatively well-preserved in these resistant 

motor nuclei, some pathological changes resembling those observed in anterior spinal cord cells are 

present, but to a lesser degree (Okamoto et al., 1993a; 1991). In fact, in mSOD1 overexpressing 

mouse models oculomotor nuclei are also relatively spared (Nimchinsky et al., 2000). The 

oculomotor nucleus innervates four of the six extraocular muscles, which display a distinct 

phenotype, gene expression profile (Porter et al., 2001) and disease responsiveness (Porter and 

Baker, 1996). They have a unique composition of six fiber types, distinct from other skeletal 

muscles, some with very high mitochondrial content and marked fatigue resistance. Such 

differences may be determined by their distinct embryonic origin, or by demands imposed by the 

relative complexity of oculomotor control systems, and the specific discharge patterns of 

oculomotor neurons (Porter, 2002). Motor unit discharge patterns are a key determinant of skeletal 

muscle properties, and extraocular muscles and oculomotor neurons interact in a highly specific 

manner: explants of neonatal extraocular muscle grown in co-culture with incorrect spinal MNs die 

faster than those grown with oculomotor neurons (Porter and Hauser, 1993). The pattern of 

innervation of extraocular muscles is different from other skeletal muscles. Neuromuscular 

junctions are distributed throughout the fiber length at a higher density (Harrison et al., 2007), and 

show some structural peculiarities (Khanna et al., 2003). About 20% of the extraocular muscles 

fibers are innervated by multiple neuromuscular junctions (Pachter, 1983). Oculomotor motor units 

are amongst the smallest seen in any skeletal muscle (Porter et al., 2001), with high MN discharge 

rates. Even in the primary position of gaze, 70% oculomotor neurons are active, commonly 

discharging at 100 Hz (Robinson, 1970). This level of activity would be predicted to require a 

significant metabolic demand on the neuron. It is likely that understanding the differences in 

properties of vulnerable vs. resistant MNs may provide insights into the mechanisms of neuronal 
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degeneration, and identify targets for therapeutic manipulation. 

Why some MNs are particularly affected is not completely understood. One proposed 

explanation of their specific vulnerability could lie in aspects of their structural and metabolic 

specialization (Shaw and Eggett, 2000). MNs are unusually large neurons, with cell bodies of 

approximately 50–60 μm and axons of up to 1 m long in humans, which requires a high metabolic 

input. These demands may leave the MNs more prone to oxidative stress because of the high-

energy demand that is met by the mitochondria, with the side effect of increased ROS production. 

This could result in a vicious cycle of increased ROS generation and decreased mitochondrial 

efficiency (Barber and Shaw, 2010). MNs express lower levels of cytosolic calcium-binding 

proteins compared to other neuronal populations, with MN populations that are typically lost earlier 

during the disease course showing the lowest expression levels, suggesting that reduced cytosolic 

calcium buffering contributes to the selective vulnerability of MNs (Appel et al., 2001; Reiner et al., 

1995). In fact, ALS-vulnerable spinal and brainstem MNs display low endogenous Ca2+ buffering 

capacity, that is 5-6 times lower than that found in ALS-resistant MNs (i.e. oculomotor MNs), 

making them more susceptible to excitotoxic insults (Alexianu et al., 1994). However, this view 

may not agree with above mentioned oculomotor motor units properties since although this MN 

population is highly active it is not vulnerable to ALS disease process. 

In a recent publication, Brockington et al. (2012) performed a microarray analysis to 

compare the gene expression profile of isolated MNs from the ALS-resistant oculomotor nuclei and 

ALS-vulnerable spinal cord MNs from post-mortem ALS patients tissue. They found nearly 2,000 

genes differentially expressed by the two MNs subtypes, participating in synaptic transmission, 

ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis, mitochondrial function, transcriptional regulation, immune system 

functions and the extracellular matrix. They further focused on glutamate and GABA 

neurotransmission. The AMPA glutamate receptor consists of four subunits, GluR1–GluR4, and the 

presence of the GluR2 subunit determines the calcium permeability of the receptor. In the absence 

of GluR2, the AMPA receptor–ion channel complex becomes permeable to calcium. Gene array 

results showed up-regulation of the GluR2 subunit in resistant oculomotor MNs relative to the 

vulnerable lumbar apinal MN population, thus reducing calcium influx into the cells. On the other 

hand, GABA is the most widely distributed inhibitory neurotransmitter in the CNS and acts through 

the interaction with GABA-A (ligand-gated chloride channels) and GABA-B (metabotropic) 

receptors. In oculomotor MNs, there is up-regulation of six GABA-A receptor subunits and of 
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GABA-B receptor subunit 2 relative to spinal MNs, leading to an increased inhibition. Other studies 

performed in mSOD1 models confirmed these findings, revealing an excitatory/inhibitory 

imbalance affecting spinal MN (Sunico et al., 2011). 

Interestingly, Saxena et al. (2013) have recently hypothesized that the increased excitation 

and reduced inhibition of MNs is a protective compensatory reaction rather a detrimental 

phenomenon. As above mentioned, oculomotor nucleus MNs are strongly resistant to ALS 

degenerative process, but have particular physiological characteristics, including high discharge 

rates of about 100Hz (Robinson, 1970). In turn, it has been shown that vulnerable fast-fatigable 

spinal MNs are those with larger cell bodies and more phasic activity pattern. Surprisingly, Saxena 

et al. (2013) demonstrated that early administration of AMPA receptor agonist protects spinal MNs 

whereas AMPA receptor antagonist enhances MNs pathology in SOD1G93A mice. Furthermore, the 

authors propose that gephyrin (inhibitory synapse marker) reduction, increased serotonin labeled 

area in the ventral spinal cord and increased c-buttons size and number that have been extensively 

described are a protective compensatory reaction in order to promote MN survival.  

It is also remarkable that MNs are not the only cell type affected by ALS. Recent studies 

performed on mSOD1 mice have shown an important loss of oligocendrocytes from early pre-

symptomatic phases of disease process, together with a compensatory enhanced oligodendrocyte 

biogenesis (Kang et al., 2013).	  In contrast, there are no evidences of astrocytes and microglial cells 

death during ALS disease progression probably because these cell populations present strong 

proliferation that translate into a gain in number of cells. Focusing on neuronal populations, other 

kind of neurons have been also reported to degenerate during ALS, such as spinal calbindin positive 

Renshaw cells. Renshaw cells are glycinergic inhibitory interneurons localized in the spinal lamina 

VII that play an important role in the recurrent inhibition. Loss of glycinergic synaptic contacts onto 

MNs and posterior Renshaw cells death have been described in mSOD1G93A mice (Chang and 

Martin, 2009; 2011; Mòdol et al., 2014).  

 

SOD1G93A mouse model characterization: developing reliable, objective disease markers 

One of the most important problems regarding the development of new therapies for ALS is the 

failure to translate positive experimental results into successful human trials (Benatar, 2007; 

Rothstein, 2003). This fact may raise concerns about the validity of ALS animal models but it also 

may be related to methodological shortcomings. Thus, it is of importance to develop and apply 
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techniques that provide reliable, objective preclinical results. However, few studies have focused on 

developing new tools that permit the correct interpretation of the findings from preclinical studies. 

General guidelines have been agreed through international consensus for the behavioral and 

histological evaluation of animal research on ALS/MND (Ludolph et al., 2010; 2007). Briefly, an 

optimal experimental design must include an onset measure, a quantitative measure of disease 

progression, a survival analysis and MN counts. Unfortunately, the classical techniques used for 

these purposes might not be up to the task. First, clinical disease onset and progression are usually 

analyzed using rotarod and hangwire tests, and sometimes, arbitrary neurological scores. However, 

these methods are not specific enough and may be biased due to behavioral effects (e. g. animals 

need to be trained regularly to learn the task properly and their performance depends on individual 

behavior) and researcher’s subjectivity. Second, survival analysis is mandatory for preclinical study 

publication. However, there is lack of inter-laboratory reproducibility. It has been shown how 

genetic background affects SOD1G93A mice survival (Heiman-Patterson et al., 2005; 2011; Mancuso 

et al., 2012a). These observations, together with the ethical concerns raised by the survival analysis 

itself might compromise preclinical studies based on survival. The main goal of the chapter 1 of this 

thesis was to characterize the SOD1G93A mouse model of ALS to develop reliable, objective markers 

of disease progression and to evaluate the potential usefulness of new therapies. 

In the first part of chapter I we focused on the electrophysiological characterization of 

SOD1G93A mice since electrophysiological tests are the most clinically relevant for diagnosis and 

monitoring of ALS patients (Inghilleri and Iacovelli, 2011; Wijesekera and Leigh, 2009). Several 

authors have used these techniques in the SOD1G93A rodents but, in most cases, only focusing on the 

analysis of lower MN function (Azzouz et al., 1997; Kennel et al., 1996; Shefner et al., 2006) and 

on several occasions using methods that do not allow a time follow-up of the same animal (Gordon 

et al., 2010; Hegedus et al., 2009; 2008). We provided a detailed electrophysiological profile of the 

SOD1G93A transgenic mouse model of ALS by evaluating both lower and upper MN function from 

early pre-symptomatic (4 weeks) to end stage of the disease (16 weeks) by means of nerve 

conduction and evoked potential tests. The results revealed dysfunction of lower MNs that 

progresses from proximal to distal muscles, evidenced by deficits in motor nerve conduction from 8 

weeks of age. Moreover, the MUNE demonstrated that lower MNs lose muscle innervation and had 

a deficit in their sprouting capacity. The study of MEPs showed that, in parallel to peripheral 

deficits, there is a dysfunction in central motor conduction in SOD1G93A mice starting later, at 12 

weeks. In parallel, we demonstrated that locomotor impairments assessed by rotarod began at 12-13 
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weeks, coincident with noticeable MN loss in the anterior lumbar spinal cord.  These results provide 

important information about the SOD1G93A transgenic mouse, as they demonstrate for the first time 

that dysfunction of central motor pathways is coexisting with spinal motor deficits, and both are 

detected well before the loss of spinal MN cell bodies or the first functional evidences appear (by 

12-13 weeks of age). The finding of a concomitant dysfunction of upper and lower MNs contributes 

to the validation of the SOD1G93A mouse as a useful model of ALS, because this double contribution 

is an essential condition for ALS diagnosis in patients. We also demonstrated that non-invasive 

electrophysiological studies can be applied in experimental models, as wells as in the clinic, for the 

early detection of dysfunctions in MNDs, and as precise markers to assess the functional efficacy of 

new potential treatments at the experimental level.  

In the second part of chapter I, we focused on the characterization of SOD1G93A mice 

locomotion to investigate whether loss of neuromuscular connections evidenced by 

electrophysiological recordings was translated to impairments of locomotor performance. 

Historically, locomotor performance of SOD1G93A mice has been evaluated using the rotarod test as 

one of the primary measures of disease progression and its modification by therapeutical strategies 

(Alves et al., 2011; Gurney et al., 1994; Klivenyi et al., 1999; Miana-Mena et al., 2005; Ralph et al., 

2005). Motor deficits detected by rotarod begin at 12-13 weeks of age and progress rapidly until 

complete hindlimb paralysis at 16-18 weeks, thus providing a relatively narrow time frame for 

detecting possible changes. In fact, the rotarod test is not sufficiently sensitive to detect motor 

deficits in SOD1G93A mice despite histological and electrophysiological evidences demonstrating 

earlier motor abnormalities (Azzouz et al., 1997; Fischer et al., 2004; Kennel et al., 1996; Mancuso 

et al., 2011). Moreover, the rotarod test is not always able to reveal treatment-derived functional 

improvements, even when the treatment applied improves the condition of the animals or increases 

the survival of MNs (Fischer et al., 2005). For these reasons, in this part of the study we evaluated 

fine locomotor performance of SOD1G93A mice by using a digital video system that captures paw 

placement during treadmill locomotion and calculates standardized gait parameters (DigiGaitTM, 

Mouse Specifics Inc.). Our goal was to determine whether locomotor abnormalities could be 

detected early in the disease, prior to onset of overt symptoms, as well as during symptomatic and 

end-stage disease. Our results provide novel information about the onset and progression of gait 

abnormalities in SOD1G93A mice. Focusing on hindlimbs, there was an early (8 weeks of age) 

enlargement of stance duration mainly due to an increase of the propulsion phase duration of about 

10% that progressed along the course of the disease. These findings agree with previous 
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observations by Wooley et al. (2005) who already noticed an increase in the stance duration in 8-

weeks-old SOD1G93A compared to wild type mice. Locomotor alterations progressed during the 

disease until complete disturbance of the normal gait pattern. Interestingly, the early dysfunction of 

hindlimb function correlates with early abnormalities of motor nerve conduction that we observed 

in the electrophysiological characterization (Mancuso et al., 2011). These findings are meaningful 

to the field because the identification of significant differences in a functional endpoint as early as 8 

weeks may be a step forward resolving the debate about treating the mice prior to “symptoms 

onset” in efficacy studies. Our results also point out that digitizing analysis of treadmill locomotion 

may be used as a valuable tool to evaluate whether new therapeutic approaches are improving the 

functional outcome of the animals. 

We then performed an analysis of the potential predictive value of electrophysiological tests 

as a marker of clinical disease onset and progression in the SOD1G93A model of ALS. As previously 

commented, the development of new therapies for any disease implies the translation from 

experimental studies to human trials. In ALS, this issue has raised concerns since there has been 

lack of success of numerous translational findings (Benatar, 2007; Rothstein, 2003), that may be 

due to shortcomings in most of the currently existing techniques used in preclinical studies. To 

address this objective we first evaluated the accuracy of electrophysiological tests in differentiating 

transgenic vs. wild-type mice and then, we made a correlation analysis of electrophysiological 

parameters and the clinical onset of symptoms, survival and number of spinal MNs. The results 

from this part of the present thesis indicate that early pre-symptomatic electrophysiological tests 

demonstrated great accuracy in differentiating transgenic vs. wild type animals, which was 

especially notable for the TA CMAP amplitude. The TA CMAP amplitude recorded from 10 weeks 

of age correlated significantly with both clinical disease onset and survival. The survival prediction 

of the electrophysiological results increased at the end stage of the disease, when it was also 

correlated significantly with the number of preserved MNs in the lumbar spinal cord. These 

findings represent an improvement in terms of animal testing during preclinical studies, since 

electrophysiological tests are easily performed, they are objective, they show small variability and 

they can be directly translated to the clinical field. 

 As a proof of concept that nerve conduction studies and locomotion tests were capable of 

detecting significant differences between variations in the MN dysfunction and the evolution of the 

disease, we made a comparative study of SOD1G93A mice bread on two different genetic 

backgrounds. The rotarod test results did not show any differences in the onset of locomotor 
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impairments between the two strains. However, electrophysiological results showed that the initial 

signs of motor impairment are notably different between strains, since B6 mice showed the first 

lower and upper MN dysfunctions about 2 weeks earlier than B6SJL mice. In contrast, B6SJL mice 

have faster course of muscle denervation once it has started than B6 mice. Our results were also 

useful to demonstrate that the genetic background is a relevant factor that affects both disease onset 

and progression in the transgenic SOD1G93A animal model of ALS, as previously revised (Heiman-

Patterson et al., 2011). Therefore, the timing of application of treatments and evaluation of 

consequent improvement should be different depending on the mouse strain used. From these 

results, the following studies on new therapeutic approaches made in this thesis were performed on 

B6SJL SOD1G93A mice (Mancuso et al., 2012a). 

 

Sigma-1R therapeutic effect on SOD1G93A ALS mice 

The Sigma-1R is a transmembrane protein found in the ER (Alonso et al., 2000; Hayashi and Su, 

2007), highly expressed in MNs and other cells in the spinal cord (Alonso et al., 2000; Gekker et 

al., 2006; Palacios et al., 2003; Penas et al., 2011). In the nervous system, Sigma-1R mediates 

regulation of several processes, such as neuritogenesis, K+ channels and NMDA receptors activity, 

Ca2+ homeostasis, and microglial activity. Furthermore, it is related to some CNS pathologies, 

including depression, schizophrenia, drug addiction, and Alzheimer’s disease (Aydar et al., 2002; 

Hall et al., 2009; Maurice and Su, 2009; Zhang et al., 2011). Several studies have demonstrated 

potent therapeutic actions of Sigma-1R agonists, reducing glutamate-mediated cell death (Guzmán-

Lenis et al., 2009; Tuerxun et al., 2010) or modulating the inflammatory reaction following stroke 

in rats (Ajmo et al., 2006; Allahtavakoli and Jarrott, 2011). Luty et al. (2010) and Al-Saif et al. 

(2011) recently reported a novel mutation of Sigma-1R in patients affected by ALS, suggesting that 

pharmacological interventions targeting this receptor could be a good therapeutic approach.  

It was previously demonstrated in our laboratory that PRE-084 administration promotes 

neuroprotection and neurite elongation through protein kinase C (PKC) on MNs in an in vitro 

organotypic model of excitotoxic lesion (Guzmán-Lenis et al., 2009). Moreover, administration of 

PRE-084 prevented spinal MN death following spinal root avulsion in rats (Penas et al., 2011). 

Based on these previous works, the aim of chapter 2 of this thesis was to assess the potential 

therapeutic effect of the Sigma-1R agonist in the SOD1G93A mouse model of ALS. The results 

indicate that daily administration of PRE-084 from 8 weeks of age significantly improved spinal 
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MN function, manifested by maintenance of the amplitude of muscle action potentials, improved 

locomotion behavior, and preserved both neuromuscular connections and MNs survival in the 

spinal cord. Moreover, Sigma-1R agonist prolonged survival in female and male SOD1G93A animals. 

Delayed administration of PRE-084 starting at 12 weeks of age also significantly improved 

functional outcome and MN preservation. Further analysis revealed that, among other possible 

effects, PRE-084 induced PKC-specific phosphorylation of two serines (Ser896 and 897) of the 

NMDA-NR1 subunit in MNs of SOD1G93A treated animals, and a reduction of the microglial 

reactivity in the spinal cord compared with untreated mice. Based on previous observations (Hall et 

al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011), we hypothesized that PRE-084 may exert, at least, a dual therapeutic 

contribution, modulating the NMDA Ca2+ influx to reduce excitotoxic damage to MNs, and the 

microglial reactivity to ameliorate the MNs environment. Such a pluri-functional target may 

provide better translational outcomes than drugs that act only on one of the multiple 

pathophysiological mechanisms involved in ALS. 

 

Resveratrol effect on SOD1G93A ALS mouse 

Resveratrol (RSV, 3,5,4′-trihydroxy-trans-stilbene), a polyphenol found in grapes and red wine, has 

been reported to exert age-delaying and neuroprotective effects (Albani et al., 2010) in several 

contexts including Alzheimer’s disease (Porquet et al., 2013), Parkinson’s disease (Wu et al., 2011)  

and in traumatic (Liu et al., 2011) and ischemic injuries to the CNS (Wang et al., 2011a). It has 

been recently described that RSV can trigger a cascade of intracellular events that converge on 

Sirtuin 1 (Sirt1), AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) and PGC-1α, as important energy-sensing 

regulators (Donmez, 2012; Tennen et al., 2012). Sirt1 is a NAD+-dependent deacetylase that has 

emerged as an important element of the cellular metabolic network. Its activation protects against 

neurodegeneration in several neurodegenerative disorders (Donmez, 2012). In fact, Sirt1 may 

promote neuroprotection by the modulation of several cellular pathways, such as autophagy (Jeong 

et al., 2013; 2012) and mitochondrial biogenesis (Price et al., 2012). On the other hand, it has been 

proposed that RSV works primarily by activating AMPK, which then activates Sirt1 indirectly by 

elevating intracellular levels of its co-substrate NAD+ (Cantó et al., 2009; Fulco et al., 2008). 

Alternatively, RSV may first activate Sirt1, leading to AMPK activation via deacetylation and 

activation of the AMPK kinase LKB1 (Hou et al., 2008; Lan et al., 2008). Previous studies showed 

that RSV administration protects MNs on in vitro ALS models (Kim et al., 2007; Wang et al., 

2011a), thus the main goal of the chapter III of this thesis was to assess the potential therapeutic 
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effect of a RSV-enriched diet in the SOD1G93A mouse model of ALS. The results of this work 

demonstrate that RSV exerts potent therapeutic actions in the SOD1G93A model of ALS. In fact, we 

show for the first time a treatment that combines significant preservation of both lower and upper 

MN function, translating into significantly delayed disease onset and extended animal survival. 

These effects were associated to an important preservation of MNs and a significant reduction of 

microglial reactivity in the spinal cord. Molecular analyses revealed that the beneficial effects of 

RSV were accompanied by an enhanced activation of Sirt1 and AMPK. Such pluri-functional 

targets that combine the inhibition of detrimental processes and the promotion of neuroprotective 

pathways may provide better translational outcomes than drugs with more restricted targets.  

 

Lack of synergistic effect of Sigma-1R and resveratrol co-administration 

The main goal of the last chapter of this thesis was to assess the effect of combining the Sigma-1R 

agonist PRE-084 and RSV in the SOD1G93A mouse model of ALS, since separate administration of 

the two compounds had resulted in significant improvement of disease progression and survival of 

these mice (chapters II and III). The co-administration of PRE-084 and RSV from 8 weeks of age 

significantly preserved spinal MN function and reduced MN degeneration. This effect was 

accompanied by an improvement in the locomotor performance and a significant extension of 

animals survival. According with what we previously described in chapters II and III, PRE-084 

induced PKC-specific phosphorylation of Ser896 of the NMDA-NR1 subunit, whereas RSV 

increased the expression and activation of Sirt1 and AMPK in the ventral part of the lumbar spinal 

cord of SOD1G93A mice (Mancuso et al., 2012b; 2014). Unfortunately, the combinatory therapy did 

not represent a clear improvement compared to RSV-only or PRE-084-only treated animals. 

 

Mechanisms underlying neuroprotection and possible overlapping effects 

Consistent with our previous observations in chapter II (Mancuso et al., 2012b), we have found that 

PRE+RSV combined treatment also increased Ser896 phosphorylation of the NDMA-NR1 subunit 

in the ventral part of the spinal cord, thus modulating calcium influx into MNs (Zhang et al., 2011). 

Although it has been demonstrated that Sigma-1R physically interacts with NMDA-NR1 subunits 

(Balasuriya et al., 2013) and promote a reduction of NMDA calcium conductance (Zhang et al., 

2011), it has been also reported that Sigma-1R agonists can modulate ionic flow through calcium, 

sodium and potassium channels, thus modifying cells excitability properties (Amer et al., 2013; 
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Kourrich et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2011). In fact, recent findings by Mavlyutov et al. (2013)  

indicate that the lack of Sigma-1R is detrimental in SOD1G93A mice probably because it acts by 

reducing the excitability of spinal MNs. Moreover, Sigma-1R is found associated to ER chaperones 

(such as BiP) and plays a role in clearance misfolded proteins by the ERAD response (Hayashi et 

al., 2012; Mori et al., 2013b). Sigma-1R is enriched in the so-called mitochondrial-associated ER 

membrane (MAM) and its activation can also modulate mitochondrial metabolism (Hayashi and Su, 

2007; Marriott et al., 2012). As above mentioned, it has been reported that RSV promotes protective 

effects both in neurodegenerative and traumatic injury models, including Alzheimer’s disease and 

accelerated aging (Herskovits and Guarente, 2013; Kim et al., 2007; Porquet et al., 2013), multiple 

sclerosis (Fonseca-Kelly et al., 2012; Nimmagadda et al., 2013), Huntington’s disease (Albani et 

al., 2010; Maher et al., 2010), Parkinson’s disease (Jin et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2011), and reducing 

peripheral axonal degeneration (Araki et al., 2004) or promoting functional improvements after 

spinal cord injury (Liu et al., 2011). In the chapter III we described how RSV administration 

significantly delays clinical symptoms onset, improves spinal MNs function and survival, and 

extends SOD1G93A mice lifespan. We also determined that the therapeutic effect was mediated by 

the increased expression and activation of both Sirt1 and AMPK, leading to normalization of the 

autophagic flux and enhanced mitochondrial biogenesis (Mancuso et al., 2014a). Although there is 

some controversy about the exact molecular mechanisms underlying RSV effect, it has been 

established that Sirt1 or AMPK activation are upstream of pathways that participate in several 

cellular processes, including inflammation (Bi et al., 2005; Candelario-Jalil et al., 2007; Meng et al., 

2008; Zhang et al., 2010), autophagy (Lee et al., 2008) and mitochondrial function (Herskovits and 

Guarente, 2013; Price et al., 2012). Consistent with our previous findings, PRE+RSV treated 

animals also presented higher expression and activation of both Sirt1 and AMPK compared to 

SOD1G93A untreated mice. 

 The lack of summative effect in the PRE+RSV treated group may be due to a possible 

overlapping in the pathways activated by both compounds. As above mentioned (chapter III), RSV 

protective effect is likely related to normalization of the autophagic flux and increased 

mitochondrial biogenesis (Mancuso et al., 2014a). Although PRE-084 main therapeutic effects have 

been considered associated to modulation of calcium influx and MNs excitability (Amer et al., 

2013; Kourrich et al., 2013; Mavlyutov et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011), it also participates on the 

response to misfolded protein accumulation (Hayashi and Su, 2007; Hayashi et al., 2012)  and the 

modulation of mitochondrial metabolism (Marriott et al., 2012). Considering these actions, RSV 
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effects on autophagy and mitochondrial biogenesis may mask those of PRE-084 administration thus 

explaining the lack of summative effect of the combined treatment. 

 Another explanation for the lack of summative effect of the combined treatment lies in the 

pathology state of the animals in the moment we began the drug administration. SOD1G93A mice at 8 

weeks of age present 25-30% loss of CMAP amplitude in proximal muscles (TA and 

gastrocnemius) (Azzouz et al., 1997; Mancuso et al., 2011), due to early neuromuscular junction 

retraction and motor axons degeneration (Fischer et al., 2004). Thus, although MN cell bodies in the 

anterior spinal cord are intact, up 30% of them are already under a degenerative process that may be 

irreversible. Since our treatment is focused on the preservation of remaining functional MNs, it is 

likely that we are acting on the still functioning population of MNs and thus, the maximum effect 

that can be reached would be limited. 

 

Does the SOD1G93A mouse model present a limited therapeutic capacity? 

An alterative explanation for the lack of summatory effect of combining PRE-084 and RSV could 

be that the SOD1G93A mouse model has a limit in terms of MN function and survival that cannot be 

overpassed by therapeutic interventions. To address this possibility, we made a review of successful 

preclinical trials using both single and combinatorial treatments in SOD1G93A mice. The following 

table (Table 2) summarizes the successful therapies performed on SOD1G93A mice and the 

percentage of increased survival compared to untreated mice. It is worth noting that no replication 

of the positive results was achieved for several of the drugs initially reported to provide efficacy 

when re-tested using a careful study design (Scott et al., 2008). Up to our knowledge and without 

considering those works showing negative or null results, only 4 of 48 studies reported an extension 

of survival longer than 25%. Although further analyses must be performed, such observations may 

reflect an endogenous limitation for the therapeutical benefits that can be achieved using the 

SOD1G93A mouse model.  
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Table 2. Summary of recent therapeutic trials performed in the SOD1G93A mouse model. When dose-

dependent or gender effects were described, the greatest improvement was selected.   

Compound Treatment onset Survival 
extension Reference 

Oxidative stress    

M30 Pre-symptomatic 6% (Kupershmidt et al., 2009) 

Metallothionein-III Onset 10% (Hashimoto et al., 2011) 

VK-28 Pre-symptomatic 10% (Wang et al., 2011b) 

Dispocynin Post-symptomatic 8% (Trumbull et al., 2012) 

Apocynin  2.3% (Trumbull et al., 2012) 

Mitochondrial dysfunction    

Uridine Pre-symptomatic 17% (Amante et al., 2010) 

Dichloroacetate Pre-symptomatic 9% (Miquel et al., 2012) 

Excitotoxicity    

Methionine sulfoximine Pre-symptomatic 8% (Ghoddoussi et al., 2010) 

Protein missfolding    

Immunization against mSOD1 Pre-symptomatic 6.5% (Gros-Louis et al., 2010) 

Ariloxanyl Pre-symptomatic 16% (Chen et al., 2012) 

Cyclohexane Pre-symptomatic 18% (Zhang et al., 2012) 

Salubrinal Early pre-symptomatic 21.6% (Saxena et al., 2009) 

Trophic support    

Lead Pre-symptomatic 10% (Barbeito et al., 2010) 

VEGF (AVV4-mediated) Onset 16% (Dodge et al., 2010) 

IGF-1 (AVV4-mediated) Onset 10% (Dodge et al., 2010) 

BDNF-TTC Pre-symptomatic 14% (Calvo et al., 2011) 

Non-cell autonomous 

/inflammation 
   

Revlimid Onset 12% (Neymotin et al., 2009) 

GCSF (AAV1/2-mediated) Pre-symptomatic 10% (Henriques et al., 2011) 

Monoclonal antibodies Pre-symptomatic 7% (Lincecum et al., 2010) 
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antiCD40L 

Minocycline Early Pre-symptomatic 8.8% (Zhu et al., 2002) 

Pegfilgastrim Pre-symptomatic 6% (Pollari et al., 2011) 

Anti-Ly6C monoclonal 

antibodies 
Onset 16% (Butovsky et al., 2012) 

Caffeic acid Post-symptomatic 7% (Fontanilla et al., 2012) 

Other    

L-arginine Early pre-symptomatic 20% (Lee et al., 2009) 

 Pre-symptomatic 9% (Lee et al., 2009) 

Activated protein C Onset 22% (Zhong et al., 2009) 

SUN N8075 Pre-symptomatic 11% (Shimazawa et al., 2010) 

TTC Pre-symptomatic 12% (Moreno-Igoa et al., 2010) 

Diallyl trisulfide Onset 5% (Guo et al., 2011) 

CDDO ethylamide Early pre-symptomatic 16% (Neymotin et al., 2011) 

 Onset 13% (Neymotin et al., 2011) 

CDDO trifluoroethylamide Early pre-symptomatic 14% (Neymotin et al., 2011) 

 Onset 13% (Neymotin et al., 2011) 

Trichostatin A Onset 7% (Eitan et al., 2012) 

AGS-499 Pre-symptomatic 16% (Eitan et al., 2012) 

PRE-084 Pre-symptomatic 16% (Mancuso et al., 2012b) 

Dihydrotestosterona Pre-symptomatic 5% (Yoo and Ko, 2012) 

Bromocriptine methylase Onset 2% (Tanaka et al., 2011) 

CPN-9 Onset 16% (Kanno et al., 2012) 

Arimoclomol Early pre-symptomatic 22% (Kieran et al., 2004) 

 Pre-symptomatic 18% (Kieran et al., 2004) 

Multiple pathways    

Resveratrol Pre-symptomatic 10.5% (Mancuso et al., 2014a) 

Lithium chloride Pre-symptomatic 8% (Ferrucci et al., 2010) 

Combinatorial strategies    
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Bold letter labels those strategies that resulted in more than 25% increased survival. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VEGF+IGF-1 (AAV4-mediated) Onset 8% (Dodge et al., 2010) 

IGF-1 (AVV2-mediated) + 

exercise 
Early pre-symptomatic 69.7% (Kaspar et al., 2005) 

 Onset 31% (Kaspar et al., 2005) 

Minocycline + Creatine Early pre-symptomatic 25% (Zhang et al., 2003) 

NEU2000 + Lithium chloride Pre-symptomatic 21.5% (Shin et al., 2007) 

PBA + AEOL 10150 Onset 19% (Petri et al., 2006) 

Creatine + calecoxib Early pre-symptomatic 28.5% (Klivenyi et al., 2003) 

Creatine + rafecoxib Early pre-symptomatic 30.5% (Klivenyi et al., 2003) 

Resveratrol + PRE-084 Pre-symptomatic 10.8% ( Mancuso et al., 2014b) 
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The main conclusions of the present thesis are: 

 

Chapter I – SOD1G93A ALS mouse model characterization: 

1. In the SOD1G93A transgenic mouse model, there is a dysfunction of spinal motoneurons 

beginning with muscle denervation and ending up with cell death. Lower motoneuron dysfunction 

coexists with alterations of upper motoneurons. The electrophysiological tests for peripheral and 

central motor conduction are useful for early detecting and temporal monitoring motor dysfunctions 

in the ALS mouse model. 

2. The functional abnormalities of lower and upper motoneurons evidenced by conduction studies 

are accompanied by a significant alteration of locomotion in the SOD1G93A mice. Fine locomotor 

disturbances are detectable by using the computerized DigiGait system from 8 weeks of age in 

SOD1G93A mice, representing a step forward resolving the debate about treatment of the mice prior 

to “symptoms onset” in efficacy studies. 

3. The early electrophysiological tests can predict clinical disease onset, animal survival and 

motoneuron preservation in SOD1G93A ALS mice. Moreover, they can detect disease progression 

differences on distinct SOD1G93A mice strains. Thereby, electrophysiological tests can be used both 

as early markers of the disease and to evaluate the potential influences of neuroprotective 

treatments. 

 

Chapter II: Sigma-1R treatment in SOD1G93A ALS mice 

4. The Sigma-1R agonist, PRE-084, improves spinal motoneuron function and prevents motoneuron 

degeneration in SOD1G93A mice, exerting, at least, a dual therapeutic contribution:  

 - modulation of Ca2+ influx through NMDA receptors to reduce excitotoxic damage to MNs, 

and  

 - reduction of microglial reactivity to ameliorate the motoneurons environment.   

5. Such a pluri-functional target may provide better translational outcomes than drugs acting only 

on one of the multiple pathophysiological mechanisms involved in ALS. These findings have 

increased importance since Sigma-1R alterations have been reported in human patients, opening a 

novel perspective for the use of Sigma-1R agonists as new therapeutic agents for ALS. 
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Chapter III: Resveratrol treatment in SOD1G93A ALS mice. 

6. Resveratrol improves spinal motoneuron function, prevents motoneuron degeneration and 

extends survival in SOD1G93A mice by activating Sirt1 and AMPK in the ventral spinal cord of 

SOD1G93A mice. 

7. AMPK and Sirt1 activation induces the recovery of mitochondrial function and promotes an 

active process of mitochondrial biogenesis. 

 

Chapter IV: Sigma-1R modulation and resveratrol combinatory therapy 

8. There is a lack of synergistic effect of PRE-084 and resveratrol co-administration that may be 

due to: 

- possible overlapping in the pathways activated by both compounds,  

- the time point when the treatment begun given that a high proportion of motoneurons 

were already suffering from the degenerative process, or  

- intrinsic limitations of the SOD1G93A mouse model itself. 
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ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

ANOVA, analysis of variance 

BD1036, 

CHOP, C/EBP homologous protein 

CLIP, cross-linking and immunoprecipitation 

CMAP, compound muscle action potential 

CNS, central nervous system 

CNTF, ciliary neurotrophic factor 

CSF, cerebrospinal fluid 

CV, coefficient of variation 

DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid 

EEAT2, excitatory aminoacids transporter 2 

EMG, electromyography 

ER, endoplasmic reticulum 

FALS, familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

FTLD, frontotemporal lobar degeneration 

GABA, gamma-aminobutyric acid 

GDNF, glial derived neurotrophic factor 

IGF-1, insulin growth factor -1 

IHC, immunohistochemistry 

KAP3, kinesin-associated protein 3 

MN, motoneuron 

MCP1, monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 

MEP, motor evoked potential 

mnd, motoneuron degenerative 

MND, motoneuron disease 

MRI, magnetic resonance image 

MUNE, motor unit number estimation 

NMDA, N-methyl-D-aspartate 

SOD1, superoxide dismutase 1 

PCR, polymerase chain reaction 

PDI, protein disulphide isomerase 

PKC, protein kinase C 

PL, print length 

pmn, progressive motoneuropathy 

PRE-084,  

ROS, reactive forms of oxygen 

RNA, ribonucleic acid 

RSV, resveratrol 

SALS, sporadic amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

Sigma-1R, sigma 1 receptor 

SMA, spinal muscle atrophy 

SMN, spinal motoneuron protein 

TA, tibialis anterior 

TS, toe spreading 

UPR, unfolded protein response 

UPS, ubiquitin-proteasome system 

VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor 

WB, western blot 

WT, wild type 
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